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Introduction: Jesus said we, as born-again Christians, are
to impact our culture—calling us to be as salt and light to
the world. The greatest way we can impact our culture is
through our behavior—actions, attitudes, and responses.
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Footnote: Verses 10-12 are taken from Psalm 34. It
teaches us that a good day is when a person glorifies the
Lord (34:1-3), experiences answers to prayer (34:4-7),
tastes the goodness of God (34:8), and senses God’s
nearness (34:18).
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Application: As Christians we are to both ________ and
____. We are to ________ important traits, which lead to
harmony and compassion with others. We are to _____
that which is pleasing to God. In this case it is to replace
personal vengeance with blessing and trust in the Lord
with our circumstances.
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